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To ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN : 
Be it known that II, D. D. FoILEY, of Washington, in the District of Columbia, have invanted a new and 

useful Double-Nib Capillary Writing-Pen ; and I hereby declare the following to be a full, clear, and exact 
description of the same, reference being had to the accompanying drawings, in which 

Figures 1 and 2 are perspective views of my double-nib capillary pen attached to holders. 
Figure 8 is a mode of attaching the back or convex surface of any two ordinary pens to the holder, to pro- • 

duce my double-nib capillary pen. • 
Figure 4 is still another view of my capillary pen. 
Figure 5 is a sectional view of a modified and more imperfect form of my capillary pen. 
Figure 6 is a view of an ordinary pen. 
The nature of my invention consists in producing a more continuous and perfect-flowing pen, having two 

points or nibs, either of which may be used in writing by uniting or fastening the backs or convex surface, of 
any two metallic pens together, leaving a proper capillary space or opening between to retain the ink, so that 
when the pen is taken out of the ink, enough remains in the capillary space to write with either nib or point 
more than five times the usual matter without renewing thic ink. 

That others may understand the construction and operation of my double-nib capillary pen, I will particu 
larly describe it. 4 * , - 

a a are any two ordinary metallic pens, united or fastened together at the back or "convex surface f; c, the 
tube which holds the pen at one end, and b thic holder; g, the capillary space or opening between, to retain the . 
link for writing, and the red lines the ink as it is confined in the capillary space or opening, so that a pressure 
on either nib or point causes the ink to flow for a long time in the most perfect and satisfactory manner. In 
the same way a stiff and soft pen maybc united or fastened together to give more, or less shading to the letters. 

Having described my invention, I do not claim annexing two pens back to back in the same holder, but 
What I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is 
Two pens, so united or fastened together, back to back, in a holder or socket, as to form a fountain or 

reservoir between the nibs or points, substantially as set forth. 
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